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A VOLUNTEER JOURNEY THROUGH NO KILL 

When describing the varying levels of No Kill Austin has passed through, as experienced through the 
eyes of my volunteer experience, I reference a slider scale. No kill speaks broadly against the killing of 
healthy and treatable animals. Everyone wants to save lives. The differences in attainment levels may 
leave you grappling along the way. Every stakeholder must decide for themselves where their comfort 
and economy range is on the no kill slider scale. 

This article describes my volunteer journey as the No Kill slider moved between 90%, 94% and 98%. 

MEMORIES OF 90% LEVEL ATTAINMENT  

90% sounds pretty good. On some testing grade scales this is an A or at least a high B. Being “pretty 
good” in a large open intake shelter though means hundreds, or thousands, of animals are still being left 
behind. At the 90% level, it was truly a daily numbers game of space vs resources, and intake vs 
outcomes. The fur friends we came to know and love were humanely euthanized for being onsite too 
long without interest, or for having low probability of successful placement. They would die when their 
exit date and time arrived on a report. In a sort of “Logan’s Run” effect, they would be taken to a place 
they may have believed was ‘sanctuary’, to go inside through a glass door similar to the one they 
entered through, inside to the place they preferred to be, instead of in a kennel. As I watched each led 
in I knew there was a treatment room waiting with their euthanasia service.  A good adoption day could 
offer a day or more reprieve for our friend, but it always caught up with them. Usually a willing and 
brave volunteer onsite at the dreaded exit time would act for the larger group and give a special dog 
we’d bonded to their “last rights”, a last hug, a last reward of ice cream or some favored treat. We made 
sure that dog knew he or she was loved and had a family. That family was us, the volunteers. 

 At 90% timid animals weren’t guaranteed the time they needed to adjust to become adoptable during a 
space crunch. After coaxing the timid dog out from under the bed and sitting with her, calming her, 
advocating for extra days for her, taking video of her progress, she was still marched off to her fate. I 
wasn’t there to see it but I knew she would be afraid.  

Treatable dogs would get the medical treatment needed, whether on site or through a cooperation with 
rescue partners. Dogs that lacked the ability to withstand kennel conditions and had medical conditions, 
were euthanized onsite if rescue partners lacked the space and resources to treat and house them. We 
lost a small few fur friends to kennel deaths along the way, often due to unknown medical histories 
where pre-existing medical conditions took over, worsened by the effects of shelter stress. It was 
heartbreaking to learn that an animal that had reached safety died in kennel, alone, before completing 
his or her journey safely home.  

On the behavior end of the spectrum, dogs with bite histories and those that showed the capacity to 
become a bite risk, the mouthy, the jumpy, those that would spin in their kennels from lack of 
enrichment or socialization, were the lowest hanging fruit of 90% no kill. On an extremely crowded day 
in May 2012, with rescues completely full, 20 of the lowest hanging fruit were put on the exit list. 17 
went to their ‘sanctuary’ including a 5 year old mildly behavior challenged female curly coat retriever 
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mix that had been onsite too long. One of those adopted of the remaining 3 dogs that made it out alive 
was a medically challenged senior male brindle pit bull, the single most difficult type of dog to place. He 
lived for four more glorious years, the best of his life.   

The adoption program was still rigid, in a checklist style. I recall a Sunday when an older gentleman 
visitor spent 90 minutes carefully taking burrs out of a long haired neglected large dog that had arrived 
stray. He had built a bond with this dog in 90 minutes of slow, methodical, loving care of his coat. He 
then went to the service desk to adopt him and was denied the opportunity because he admitted he no 
longer took his owned dogs for yearly rabies shots. Although rabies vaccines are a requirement, he 
happened to be among those who believe year over year shots are unnecessary health risks and an 
unnecessary burden to the wallet. Had he said his pets were vaccinated, or had the question not been 
asked at all, the adoption would have been sealed because proof wasn’t required. Instead a neglected 
dog was left at the shelter to find a more viable adopter, or at least someone who, if they protested 
rabies vaccines, would lie about their pet vaccination status.  

The minimum level of No Kill seemed fairly black and white compared to higher versions. Intake was 
always open and never waitlisted, even when no space was available. More animals would be rescued 
and euthanized to make up for the influx of intake.  

A huge multi-year investment was made to achieve 90%. It’s an attainment, a celebrated 
accomplishment, an expensive one, and it’s the first step on the no kill journey. 

MOVING ON TO MIDRANGE PERFORMANCE – 94-97% 

At 94-96% attainment I could rest assured the timid dog that had his or her world upended by landing in 
a shelter, the one we coaxed out from under a bed and out from out of hiding, now has sufficient time 
to become adjusted and approachable by adopters, thanks to a few extra days.  

Intake was like a ship on unpredictable waters, rough sailing at times as intake surrender would close 
temporarily due to lack of space. Other times intake surrender had to be waitlisted. It was during this 
time I learned of an elderly rat terrier that was tossed from a car and had her neck broken. She was part 
of the fall out. Rules for surrender were rigid and gap resources to keep pets with their people were very 
limited. During an intake I recall a young husky that was very unlucky to be bit by a venomous snake on 
a Saturday afternoon instead of during a weekday. All the all vet clinics were already closed leaving 
emergency clinics as the only treatment route. The anti-venom drug needed was available at the 
emergency clinic and the estimate for treatment was several hundred dollars. The customer could only 
come up with $280 which was already spent just diagnosing and performing initial treatment of the 
wound. The family had to surrender their beloved dog to save his life. The end result was a broken-
hearted family, one more dog in an already crowded system to be treated and then housed by the city, 
before being sent to a rescue partner for placement.  

There were smoother waters too, increased microchipping, a pet finder program enabled, the startup of 
the lost found pet reporting and a Twitter feed for found animals.  Animal Control Officers were no 
longer hauling in every animal found roaming but started performing field return services instead when 
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possible and counseling owners on how to keep their pets safe and secure.  All of these measures 
brought tremendous proactive reward to keep pets with their people.   

Helping to tilt outcomes and further reduce space needs, rescue and foster programs expanded and 
further developed within the community. 

Enrichment and behavior programs were put in place to help keep dogs off the slippery slope toward 
bad behavior.  Play groups were established to help provide energy outlets and socialization and this in 
turn helped to reduce kennel space by permitting dog pairing. The domino effect of that has been 
increased awareness of and outcome of dogs known to have dog social skills.  This is important in a town 
where the average household has more pets than children. There’s a reduction in the number of dogs 
with bad behavior. Training partners were added and vouchers offered to adopters and fosters.  
Behavior needs were getting noted into records and adopters were being counseled on the specific 
needs of the animal they were interested in which helped to avoid returns.  

Adoption and rescue interests could now be placed while animals were still on stray hold so as not to 
lose a captive shelter shopping audience, after all travel to Austin is quite challenging by now and 
reclaim rates were still only about 30%. Prior to this, people would line up the morning of the first 
availability for the fluffy white poodle and squabble over who would get the dog. A sizeable portion of 
the working population weren’t available to come at 11am on a weekday.  Robust foster, rescue and 
advocacy programs were put in place and a huge medical barrier was removed for an estimated 20% of 
the shelter dogs when heartworm treatment became available to dog fosters and adopters, at no cost. 

Life as a shelter dog was looking a whole lot more promising at the midrange level.  

Marketing, adoption and reclaim programs in general became more relaxed to reflect pets for people 
attitudes. There’s an understanding that it’s difficult to place pets for a lifetime but it’s acceptable to 
place a pet even if for a short few years.  It’s understood that “perfect” homes are hard to come by, but 
most homes are “suitable” for a pet. Pets should be loved and looked after and good pet parents come 
from every walk of life. There’s an expectation set that everyone is entitled to a pet unless barred by 
prior cruelty charges. The negotiation is simply in the choice of an appropriate pet, counseling and 
providing informed pet care information.  Discussions with adopters replace the rigid adoption checklist. 

The increase in proactive programs increased live outcomes leaving about 4-6% not making it out alive, 
represented by a smaller number of animals deemed not treatable, not able to be rehabilitated and a 
very small count of kennel deaths.  

In an animal control portion of the operation, animals arrive dead and alive every day. The critically 
injured, abused and neglected brought in on animal control trucks, all require a decision to treat or not 
treat. The animals brought in by pet owners, on their last legs, by an owner requesting help for their 
distressed pet to pass peacefully, require a decision to treat or not treat. They come seeking service for 
reasons ranging from not being able to afford outside service, to the owner not being able to be 
emotionally or physically present and they simply want to hand off the pet where their decades old 
mentality tells them to, at the local animal authority. Owners requesting euthanasia may surrender their 
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pet and instead find their pet is declared treatable and be angry for having surrendered their pet into a 
shelter system. Such was the case for one elder dog who traversed through the shelter, through rescue 
channels, and then was adopted. He is still living today with a sufficient quality of life. Owners expecting 
their pet to be treated and made adoptable may instead find their pet is deemed not treatable, and 
instead is euthanized. That was the story of another elder dog who arrived extremely mobility 
challenged. Her owner could never come to terms with surrendering his dog and learning later she did 
not proceed into the adoption program. There’s a lot of crossing, meshing of expectations, stress and 
emotion involved for everyone with a touch point in the journey. The remainder of the losses were 
shelter dogs newly classified not treatable, and behavior dogs with human bite or domestic animal kill 
histories, for which may have been declared dangerous and are unspoken for, or those for which the city 
believes are unsafe for placement. 

HIGH ATTAINMENT 98% AND MORE  

Going back to the terminology of healthy and treatable, it’s at this slide level, where great debates stir. 
Factors people weren’t expecting or even considering, arise.  Deep personal introspection may occur 
within one’s own value system. In an operational sense, high attainment requires monitoring, 
evaluating, adjusting/continual improvement. 

Let’s traverse back to the injured and sick intake of the animal control facility which is the same as the 
shelter in this case. The animal control facility now relies more on rescue partners and gap service 
partners like public clinics, to determine which animals will be treatable and not treatable. Deferring 
decisions to outside servicers results in time lags. They’re not on the property, there’s transportation, 
space and resources to be considered to handle the incoming. These can take hours to days to procure. 
Animals can get caught in the middle while waiting for outside servicers to be engaged for a quality of 
life decision, further extending their suffering. 

In the example of the owner who brings their pet on their last legs to the shelter to end their suffering, it 
may mean not offering that service directly, and instead offering vouchers and referrals to external 
partners in the community. It may mean offering a pet surrender option to allow the pet to traverse 
through the rescue system for a treatment decision to be made, with this being both an intake and a live 
outcome. It was at this level of attainment that I became aware of a disabled mom and son who rode 
the public bus with their elderly dog seeking euthanasia assistance for their pet. They were informed 
that a decision to treat or not treat wouldn’t be made at the animal control facility. Their dog would 
need to take a journey within the shelter and rescue system first. Wanting to spare their beloved 
emotional support dog that stress, they were offered a voucher for assistance at a local vet clinic if they 
could contribute toward a portion of the cost. Not being able to contribute a portion, and with 
transportation challenges, they left without a resolution, with a pet still suffering, to catch the next bus 
home. I learned of a dog severely wounded on the roadway that was transported with labored breathing 
and exposed organs, and with no chance of recovery due to an extreme loss of skin and tissue, to a 
rescue partner as a live outcome, finally to be deemed not treatable and his suffering finally ended. 
Animals already in the shelter system must be triaged too, like a senior dog with limited mobility from 
severe spondylitis. Rescue resources became available to him 4 days later.  He was transported and 
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transferred to the rescue partner as a live outcome, then deemed not treatable, and finally his suffering 
was ended.   

Channeling back to behavior challenged animals, there is a significant pressure placed upon the shelter 
through influence of the animal welfare community, to outcome every treatable animal. The definition 
of treatable through behavior modification may include any outcome plan deemed safe, on a case by 
case basis including adoption, rescue placement within the community, rescue placement outside of the 
community, and sanctuary placement. Nearly every dog has a live pathway out of the shelter.  

Adoption and reclaim procedures continue to be support pets for people programs, attitudes that favor 
keeping pets with their people, increasing live outcomes, further reducing space and resource needs. 
Some of the practices appear to favor short term reward over long term gain such as permitting free 
adoptions of puppies and vulnerable animals that have been rumored to find their way into pet sales 
downstream, returning intact animals to owners, waiving fees for owners with multiple impoundments, 
and sending animals back to owners who have not properly cared for but technically don’t cross a 
cruelty threshold. The shelter continues to state there are no studies showing negative impact of free 
adoptions, but volunteer eyes experience the promotional impact as being equivalent to a line up for a 
free and consumable hotdog. Whether based in truth or fear, many feel the vulnerable animals that 
leave on promotion, the puppies, and certain breeds, become endangered once they leave. A program 
to permit follow up is being launched however it’s an optional opt in by the adopter. Many of the 
adoption and reclaim processes continue to be hotly debated talk points between animal advocates, 
volunteers, staff and city management.  

The increased outcomes through promotions and return to owner, the reduction of surrenders and 
deferrals to outside providers, the transfer of animals ultimately deemed not treatable, once added on 
top of the proactive measures of the midrange of attainment, help pave the way to high attainment.  

WHERE’S YOUR COMFORT LEVEL ON THE SLIDING SCALE? 

Everyone who takes interest in animal welfare will ultimately determine their own comfort and 
economy level on the sliding scale of no kill, weighted in their own personal belief and value system.  

As a community we can see, and agree, and we can agree to disagree. We can agree to respect that each 
of us will set our own slide position to our comfort level. We can be part of the continuous 
improvement. 

There are many fluid dynamics involved in how levels are attained. This article is not a comprehensive 
list of all dynamics.  

Thank you for sharing my volunteer journey. 

 

 


